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IT’S NOT SUPPOSED TO BE LIKE THIS.
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This is coral.  ALIVE. HEALTHY.
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Corals are living animals that have existed for more than 400 million years; 
yet stresses and changes from human activities could cause most corals to 

bleach and die within the next 20 years.
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Climate change & pollution kill coral
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Causing coral bleaching
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If we don’t act today, up to 90% of global coral reefs will die by 2043 
IN 20 YEARS, MOST CORAL REEFS WILL BE DEAD
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Half a billion people rely on coral for food and income; over 100 countries economically benefit from coral reefs

Covering less than 1% of the ocean, coral reefs are home to over 25% of marine life

Future medicines rely on coral reefs even more so than on land

Without coral reefs, the global cost of flooding would double costing $272 billion

In Florida alone, reefs support 70,000+ jobs and $8.5 billion in income

Source:  United Nations IPCC Coral Reefs Report 2018

Coral reefs feed half a billion people worldwide

WHY IS CORAL SO IMPORTANT?
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SO, HOW CAN ONE COMPANY FIX THIS?
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We can’t do it alone
We need you to join us on the journey To Restore our precious coral reefs
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how?
Making an impact together

Through the power of
The super bowl



Super Bowl LIVE is a free and open to the public epic fan 
festival with exciting and interactive experiences for all. 
This event will completely immerse attendees flocking to 
Bayfront Park by the thousands with all things Super Bowl.

The week long celebration will include nostalgic recaps of 
the last hundred years, family friendly fun, and live 
concerts from local and world renowned artists. 
• 32 Acre Theme Park
• Fantennial Celebration
• Live Concerts
• Interactive Technology
• Building Projections
• Aquatics Shows 
• Players and Legends Meetups
• 1,000,000+ Million Projected Attendance

Sat. 1/25 – 11:00AM- 11:00PM
Sun. 1/26 – 11:00AM- 9:00PM
Mon. 1/27 – 4:00PM- 9:00PM
Tues. 1/28 – 4:00PM- 9:00PM

Wed. 1/29 – CLOSED
Thurs. 1/30 – 4:00PM- 11:00PM
Fri. 1/31 – 11:00AM- 11:00PM
Sat. 2/1 – 11:00AM- 11:00PM

Super Bowl LIVE Schedule

*subject to change

SUPER BOWL LIVE
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In February 2020, the world’s single largest event,
Super Bowl LIV, will be held in Miami, Florida.

MSC will partner in the largest event leading up to the big game, 
SUPER BOWL LIVE, as the lead sponsor of the ENVIRONMENTAL 

VILLAGE.
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As a part of our super bowl live activation,
Msc Will activate

54 mega influencers
IN THE VIRAL CAMPAIGN:  A CHORAL MOVEMENT

#supercoralplay
TO RAISE AWARENESS, PLEDGES & DONATIONS FOR CORAL REEF RESTORATION
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#supercoralplay
HOW IT WORKS

• We create the assets:  To educate & motivate
• We engage influencers & ambassadors
• The program gains a viral groundswell
• Participants “Pass it On…”
• Corporate Partners:  Amplify
• The Super Bowl LIVE event:  Celebrates & immerses



#supercoralplay
Campaign OVERVIEW

CREATING A MOVEMENT

Similar to the widely popular “Ice Bucket Challenge”
campaign, the #SuperCoralPlay Campaign is intended to
drive national awareness, education and donations or
pledges, toward coral restoration. With the help of 54
previous / current NFL players and other influencers, as
well as the Super Bowl – the #1 event in the world – as
our platform; we will invite the world to join our choral
movement.

We will tackle the coral problem through the power of
music and the platform of the Super Bowl to activate a,
sticky, inspiring and educational “Ditty” for fans to (Sing.
Rap. Talk), take action, then challenge others to do the
same.

Before long, we anticipate the globe will be raising their
voices for the movement to protect our precious coral
reefs, alongside MSC.
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Activation elements
• Social Media Campaign
• Digital Media Ads
• PR & Media Relations
• 54 Influencers / 3 Ambassadors
• Website w/ Info & Daily Prizes
• Super Bowl LIVE Event
• Corporate Partnership



3 campaign phases
TEASER PHASE
(December 12th - January 8th)
Priority is to raise awareness about coral bleaching
through social media, to make the cause relevant
prior to officially launching the campaign.

CAMPAIGN LAUNCH
( January 9th)
Official #SuperCoralPlay campaign launch. This is
the day everyone will and should publicly begin
sharing the campaign and taking their pledges.

CAMPAIGN LIVE
( January 9th - February 29th)
Ongoing phase of the campaign during which we
continue to promote participation, as well as
monitor and engage with those participating/taking
the pledge.
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JOIN US.
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PACKAGE A
$10K + Inclusion on
Social Media Platforms

Benefits:
• 100 Bracelets
• Logo on Website
• Toolkit to Run Campaign

PACKAGE B
$25K + Inclusion on
Social Media Platforms

Benefits:
• 500 Bracelets

OR
• (2) VIP Miami Super Bowl Host 

Committee Event Tickets
• Logo on Website
• Your Product Featured on Prize 

Page
• Toolkit to Run Campaign

PACKAGE C
$50K + Inclusion on
Social Media Platforms

Benefits:
• 1,000 Bracelets
• (2) Official 2020 Super Bowl LIV 

Tickets 
• (2) VIP Miami Super Bowl Host 

Committee Event Tickets
• Company Listing on Corporate 

Challenge Page Highlighting 
Environmental Efforts

• Logo on Website
• Your Product Featured on Prize 

Page
• Toolkit to Run Campaign

Prize Donations: In Lieu of Cash Payment, You Can Donate a Prize of Equal or Greater Value
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Next steps
For corporate involvement
CAMPAIGN LAUNCH: JANUARY 9, 2020

• Deadline:  Confirmation of Participation for prizes January 3, 2020 
Donations are welcome at anytime

• Assets: Share Corporate Logo

• Pledge: Make a Corporate “Play” – How Will Your Organization Take The Challenge?

• Engagement: How Will Your Employees Get Involved?

• Social Media : Your Company Will Receive a Social Media Kit to Activate On Your Platforms

• Prize Donations: In Lieu of Cash Payment, You Can Donate a Prize of Equal or Greater Value
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The future of 
OUR coral REEFS
IS UP TO US
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MORE ABOUT MSC’S DEDICATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT
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MSC IS 
COMMITTED TO 
protecting the 
environment



MSC
A BEACON FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFORTS

With a tremendous respect for the world’s oceans, at MSC we seek to minimize
our carbon footprint, lowering our environmental impact by the use of
technology and environmentally friendly materials, across every single aspect of
our operations. At MSC, we make our #SuperCoralPlay pledge daily by:

1. Becoming the first global cruise line with carbon-neutral marine
operations by January 2020

2. Developing a coral education and restoration program on our new Ocean
Cay MSC Marine Reserve

3. Working with University of Miami and Nova Southeastern University
researchers to develop super coral

4. Implementing energy saving technology on board like voyage planning
software, trim optimization, high-efficiency appliances, any-fouling paint,
energy-saving LED lighting, and smart heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems

5. Equipping 11 of 17 ships with exhaust gas cleaning systems to reduce
emissions and improve air quality

6. Sustainably producing over 2 million liters (over 500,000 gallons) of tap
water per day on our largest ships

7. Protecting marine life with ballast water treatment system

8. Reducing single-use plastic from all ships

Stand up for a cause that affects all human and marine communities & join us
on this mission by making your #SuperCoralPlay.
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Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve has been designed to immerse 
guests in the natural beauty of their surroundings in the Bahamas. 
This unique private island destination will allow guests to connect with 
the natural world and its beauty, feel the warmth, fun, and hospitality 
of the Bahamian spirit and immerse themselves in an ecologically-
intelligent atmosphere.

The Island
Located 20 miles south of Bimini, Bahamas and 65 miles east of 
Miami, Florida. 
Former sand-mining site in the Bahamas.
The site was abandoned in late 2015 after the decades of mining operations.
MSC Cruises took on the challenge to transform this industrial wasteland into a flourishing marine 
reserve and island destination for MSC Cruises guests.

plants and shrubs planted
75,000

trees and palms planted 

4,600

native Caribbean 
plants species

22
square miles of marine 
reserve safeguarded64

MARINE RESERVE
The Government of The Bahamas and MSC Cruises have 
committed to protecting 64 square miles of waters around Ocean 
Cay by designating it as a Marine Reserve in which human activity 
is restricted to conserve the natural environment.

CONSERVATION CENTER
A purpose-built scientific Conservation Center will be 
constructed and serve as a facility for biologists and coral 
reef experts. The Center will be 
equipped with laboratories and 
facilities for coral research and 
education.

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION
Ocean Cay will become a base for marine biologists to conduct 
scientific research into coral restoration. Through the MSC 
Foundation, MSC will work with local partners to establish a 
thriving coral nursery in waters around Ocean Cay.

ISLAND AND OCEAN CLEAN-UP 
MSC Cruises made significant efforts to clear the 
island and the surrounding ocean bed from all 
discarded debris. 7,500 tons of scrap metal have 
been removed and transported with barges to a 
dedicated US-based licensed waste contractor.

SAFEGUARDING CORAL COLONIES
During the development works, a team of marine biologists and expert divers 
carefully removed individual hard coral colonies from debris on the ocean 

bed and relocated them with the longer term vision of 
encouraging the coral to grow and repopulate.

INTRODUCING NATIVE FLORA
Actions were taken to create a biodiverse and 
sustainable environment. 4,600 trees and palms will 
be planted across the island, totaling over 75,000 
plants and shrubs. 

Nature 
Restoration

Reclaiming 
Nature

Conservation 
Efforts




